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Kenyon
participation
B Michael Cannizaro
The number of off-camp- us programs is
V aeatea since 1975, despite tougher
''.taiion standards, according to OCS
j'.jjior Sharon Dwyer.
which include semesterXde programs,
ud year abroad stays in France, Italy,
Min. Germany, and England, had been
'vreriencing steady declines in enrollment
'nee 95 -- 76. hen an all-tim- e high of 80
jenis were studying away from
kijvon. This new upsurge was attributed
I, ran to the positive attitude and
ration of the office of Provost Jerry
In, as well as the introduction of a new
wiram sponsored by Kenyon.
'
According to Dwyer, the support from
Provost Irish is a change from the altitude
previous provost, Bruce Haywood,
mo years ago. Haywood fell that
lo give up either a semester or a year at
Senvon is giving up something
ijnificam. If it means going abroad for
--orimental learning, that's something
vJents ought to do during their
vacations. " However, even before Irish
:nl over, he made it known that he
hcleheartedly supported off-camp- us
study programs: "The opportunity to go
off-camp-
us not only enriches one's
iiccaiion, hut it makes it more valuable
here at Kenyon. He added that after one
Student Council
Loose in Watson;
By Chris Burke
Watson Hall resident Norman Walker
says. "If I find it in my room, I'll kill it."
His neighbor Michael Berick claims he is
"just glad Morris didn't lose his man-tell.- "
And down the hall, Gerald Zyfers
ams, "This is no joking matter. I mean,
someone could get hurt."
aison, known variously as the
"coolest" dorm and the "most boring"
fern, is currently the locale of some hot
debate. The topic: Morris Thorpe's pet
tea constrictor is loose somewhere in the
tclding, and no one seems to know
'hereto find it.
Louise Mooney, a resident of Watson,
originally brought the snake, named
Boris, to her dorm with Thorpe's full
knowledge. Mooney's plan was to play a
prank on another Watsonite, Diane
Cross. The prank w as a success, but in the
ensuing confusion Boris escaped, app-
arently into the maze of air circulation
corridors that run through the dormitory.
Mooney, Thorpe, House Manager
Michael Zorek, and campus security
Council Reviews Preliminary Plans
For Redesigning
By Brian Kearney
Among the major issues discussed at
Sunday's Student Council meeting was
" use of space in Gund Commons. Last
' the Student Affairs Committee, the
--student Council Fnn;v rnmmiiipp
and Dean Edwards met to talk over the'
ns of this topic and examine an
architect's various conceptual drawings.
jn Dean Edwards and Dean
,
jiamson are anxious to get some
siU( input about the modifications
Proposed by the various plans. Students
ant to examine the plans should see
wards' secretary.
ln elect'on was held yesterday for the
' of Student Council Secretary, with
'nlyone name On th Kllnf AnrHinotn
the Student Cminril rn ct ill if ;rn fl
jttneral eleion must take place,
Ihph ii many persons are on
-
"aill. It was the ofIhe F . generale eral consensus
ek,- - e committee that such an
c,j as a waste of man hours and
'"UCI" Council funds. There were,
"vwevrr
KUesic
...L 'epicseu
lhat such an e,ection
would u
camr,
the student body that its
of ih fovernment is following the letter
-- v mw and that Student Councilcould ga,n rpect by doing so.
mm
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in OCS Highest Since 1975
full year as provost, he hadn't found it
"to be the case that people didn't find the
program to be worthwhile." Dwyer
echoed his observations, saying that she
had "never been able to find out that
someone had come back and were sorry
they went. It all depends on what you're
In
7
OC bircetor Sharon Dvvvcr.
looking for." She mentioned such
common complaints as lack of heat, not
enough money, bad food. She em-
phasized, however, the she had not en-
countered any students who were sorry
they had ever participated in the program.
Each student fills out a signed
questionnaire at the end of the program.
President's Pet Boa Constrictor
Thorpe Says Reptile Is Harmless
forces searched Watson thoroughly but to
no avail. Thorpe made a special effort to
locale his five-and-a-half-foot-l- ong pet, at
one point squeezing through a tiny crawl
space that runs under the first floor
hallway. His foray into the guts of the
' -
1
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Morris and the missing Boris
dorm proved fruitless, however , and
discouraged Thorpe had to calm
disconcerted Watson population.
Gund Commons
Stuart Sheppard, a member of the
Delegation to the Vice President for
Finance, reported that Sam Lord an-
nounced plans for a 12 increase in
students' fees next year. Faculty will
receive raises to keep up with the rising
cost of living. In addition, Lord hopes to
increase the endowment from $10 million
to $40 million by the year 2000.
A major concern of Lord's is energy
conservation. The increased expense in
energy costs is a major factor forcing
student fees upward. Sheppard also noted
that Lord is willing to meet with students
to discuss problems that may arise.
Building and Grounds Committee
member Andy Frisbie reported to Council
that this Committee is looking into the
problems with the phone system on
campus. At present there are only seven
direct lines to a Mount Vernon operator,
so only seven people on all of campus to
distance hook-u- p at onemake a long
. i 1-- .. .u nam -- Qinnilstimp n flClQ Oil. NIC Hi."
directories are due to come out before
Thanksgiving break.
Pam Becker won yesterday's Sludenl
Council election. The new seemtary
nr0rH vupII over ihe reauired 40 percent
of the votes cast. Omy 14 percent of the
student body voted.
According to Dwyer, ihere are "many
Irank opinions," bui none which question
or condemn ihe value of the entire
program.
The five year decline which preceded
Ihe new upturn was caused mostly by a
"tougher application process," and a
closer screening process, according lo
Dwyer. Before these new policies, very
lew restrictions existed, and there were
few precautions to ensure that the par-
ticular program might be appropriate for
the student. Haywood also played a small
part in the early declines. According to
Dwyer, his views were "influential on the
faculty in their view of off-camp- us
studies." Haywood's opinion "in-
terfered" with their associations of their
courses with OCS possibilities. Irish, on
the other hand, emphasized that he en-
courages "faculty members whose
courses have anything to do with off-camp- us
studies to inform their students
of the oppoitunities available."
Dw yer stated that the greatest danger in
participating in an off-camp- us studies
programs is in a student going to another
country "with a stereotype and coming
back with the same stereotype." She
stressed the importance of being "willing
to go with open eyes and no preconceived
notions."
"If Boris does come out, he won't hurt
anyone," Thorpe said. "He's completely
harmless."
Thorpe set a trap of sorts in the crawl
space, using as bail a live mouse supplied
w ith food and water. Maintenance checks
the trap regularly. So far Boris has not
shown any interest in the mouse, and the
snake has in fact no! shown his skin at all
since disappearing.
Morris Thorpe is experiencing the
mental anguish any pel owner feels upon
the loss of a cherished animal friend. "I
hope I get him back just for the simple
reason that I like him," he says. Boa
constrictors can hibernate for up to six
months without eating, says Thorpe. This
reptilian ability presents an obstacle to the
recovery of the snake in any case, but
Thorpe's main worry is that the cold-
blooded Boris could be fried to death on a
radiator without realizing his peril.
This ghastly fate befell a snake that got
loose in Watson under similar cir-
cumstances some eight years ago. Thorpe
is understandably worried about Boris,
though he insists the constrictor is in itself
no cause for worry. He emphasizes the
benignity of his snake's intentions, and he
encourages anyone who sees Boris to pick
him up and soothe him.
Senate Approves
By Martha I.orenz
At its meeting last Wednesday, Senate
unanimously approved of several changes
regarding Housing Committee by-law- s.
The proposals were submitted by the
Committee.
Member selection, currently deter-
mined in mid-Octobe- r, will be moved
back to Ihe preceding April. Letters of
intent from prospective members must be
submitted no later than the second
Monday in April. Housing Committee
will nominate students for membership
for the following year. Student Council
will then be responsible for selecting the
members by the end of the third week in
April. Seniors will be eligible to serve on
the committee.
Senate also approved the current
procedure of letters of intent for mem-
bership. The committee was officially
formalized in 1977, and since then has
used this procedure to select members.
The committee recommends to Council
which students they feel should serve, and
Council chooses from all the letters
1 rT "' ll ,
li Jim
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Difficulties at the Computer Center have slowed maintenance service.
Ralston Explains Delays
In Maintenance Projects
By Brian Kearney
During the past few weeks, various
groups on campus have expressed concern
about the slow service of the maintenance
department. The Housing Committee,
Student Council, and Freshman Council
are among the groups interested in the
cause for the delay of several projects,
including installation of lounge doors in
Mather and McBride, shaved ice
machines in Peirce and Gund dining halls,
and sev eral Resident Advisor telephones.
At a Buildings and Grounds Committee
meeting Monday, Richard Ralston,
Superintendent of the Maintenance
Department, clarified the items in
question and offered his apologies for the
delays. He noted that the lounge door
installation had been delayed due to the
emergency situation caused by the break-
down of the campus computer. The
carpenters were busy making
modifications for the computer, and thus
did not have time to complete the doors
on schedule.
However, according to a departmental
correspondence from Dean Robert
Reading to Ralston, these doors had been
budgeted from the September list for
1980-8- 1, and should hve been completed
over the summer. The September list is
comprised of items that were not included
in the original budget for a particular
year. The original budget, according to
Reading, does not include these items due
lo an under-budgetin- g done every year.
Then, when the funds come in in August
and additional money is available, the
funds are budgeted for various projects
on the campus. At present, work is under
way on the doors in McBride.
When asked about the shaved ice
machines in the dining halls, Ralston
noted that as of November 9, both
machines were hooked up and operating.
The machines are needed because a
federal regulation requires salad dressings
Several Housing Committee Proposals
submitted lo Housing Committee. This
procedure has been followed since 1977;
Senate's vote merely formalized the
process.
Currently, the Committee is composed
of Freshman Council president, a chair,
three students from fraternities or
residential societies, and seven in-
dependents. Senate approved the
Committee's proposal to have six in-
dependents and one member from a living
group.
Additionally, Housing Committee has
the power to select from among its
members a chair, whose former seat will
be considered as a vacancy and will be
filled according to the selection criteria.
The chair must be chosen before May 1 .
A member of the Housing Committee
must give a report of the Committee's
meeting to Student Council every week.
Student Council President Morris Thorpe
called the changes "a preface to defining
and making clear procedures of com-
mittees."
Chairman Alan Batchelder opened the
floor to discussion regarding proposed
language for procedures regarding Senate
be kept on shaved ice. Ralston said he was
unaware that the machines had been
ordered, and that they arrived unex-
pectedly on Friday, October 30. At that
time the electricians began to hook up the
machines.
Regarding the R.A. telephones in
freshman dorms, Ralston commented
that, according to the phone company,
a conduit had to be run through Gund,
Lewis, and Norton halls before the
phones could be installed. Mather and
McBride already had this conduit, so the
phones were hooked up earlier.
Additionally, labor costs in each building
totaled $136.00 and the college had
inn r'y N--.- '
l on
mi jii (Maintenance Superintendent Richard Ralston.
budgeted only $96.00 for each.
Ralston apologized for the delays and
stated that he fell it was his fault for not
informing Student Council on the nature
of the delays. Not only is Ralston in
charge of all buildings, he is the head of
the custodial staff and grounds crews as
well. Thus, all matters concerning the
physical upkeep of the campus are under
the direction of one man. Ralston and the
entire Buildings and Grounds Committee
expressed concern about any and all
problems that may arise concerning their
operation.
visitors. Dan Mechem pointed out that he
felt the policy "should delineate about
speaking at Senate meetings," and that its
language "should encourage not only
proposals, but communication." His
comments were added to clarify the
procedure, which stales thai visitors are
welcome to attend and comment at
meetings.
Batchelder announced that he had
selected Brent Clark and Gregory Spaid to
serve on the Subcommittee on Handicap
Accessibility. He also appointed Joe
Caperna and Thomas Turgeon to the
subcommittee on Media Board.
Caperna presented two recom-
mendations that he and Turgeon had
prepared regarding the Senate statutes for
Media Board membership. His motion,
which passed unanimously, stipulates that
faculty membership be reduced from four
to three. Each faculty member will be
invited to serve a two-yea- r term, normally
non-renewabl- e. Two will serve alternating
two-yea- r terms.
Thorpe asked for Senate's support of
continued on page two
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Beware of the Gambier Demons
Today is November 12 a perfectly innocuous truth. Tomorrow is
November 13 a fact which in and of itself seems logical and safe
enough. But beware: tomorrow is also Friday. Yes, Friday the 13th!
Not to fear, though. There are steps you can take on this evil day to
avoid premature death (in one form or another). We at the Collegian
feel it is our duty, as the most far-reachi- ng literary organization on
campus, to share with you some suggestions for this day.
Do not go to class. You may learn something you really did not want
to know. And there's always the risk of being embarassed by an in-
tellectual heavyweight.
Do not eat at the dining halls or anywhere else. We're not trying to
get anyone paranoid, but there are a lot of people out there who are out
to get you.
Do not interact with any figure of authority. Never be in contact with
anyone like that, because they've always got something on you. If the
dean calls, you're not home.
If you must go to a party, be careful. Don't dance too close, for
obvious reasons.Temptation fills the air on a day like this. For those of
you who choose to indulge in spirits (alcohol spirits, that is), perhaps
you'd be well advised to lie on the floor while consuming amazing
quantities of liquor. You can't fall too far that way; the only risk you
run is that of having your face stomped. But, to quote an insightful
student, "You can't fall off the floor."
Sex is verboten. No matter what precautions you take, there could be
trouble. You may crawl into bed with a gorgeous partner and wake up
beside a pumpkin.
Don't go to the ARC. That place is, in case you haven't noticed,
detrimental to your health; witness all the students hobbling around on
crutches. Since it's Friday the 13th, the risks are even greater. You
might, for example, try to slam dunk a basketball and get your nose
caught on the hoop. Stranger things have come to pass.
Most of all, be wary of all those around you. Be suspicious,
paranoid, and devious. Plot to destroy other people before they get
you. It may be your only chance...
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Ohio. Her on-goi- ng
research focuses mostly on sports nutrition for men and
women in a variety of athletic activities. Previously she was
an assistant professor at Ohio State University were she.
worked in both the Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center and the Ohio Cooperative Extension
Service.
Porcello received her B.S. in home economics from
Purdue University and her M.S. and Ph.D. in human
nutrition from Ohio State. She was a technical advisor for
the sports medicine committee of the National Syn-
chronized Swimming Association and she was nutritional
consultant to the 1980 Olympic Synchronized Swimming
Team in Squaw Valley, California.
Porcello holds numerous professional memberships and
is widely published in the fields of sports nutrition and
physical fitness.
College Choir Performs
This week, the Kenyon College Choir, directed by Daniel
Robinson, will attempt its most ambitious project to date, a
complete performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
The work will be performed in the new Ernst Center
Gymnasium on Sunday, November 15 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are available from any choir member, through the Music
Department Office, or at the door. General admission is
$3.50; students and senior citizens tickets are $1.00.
This setting of Schiller's "Ode to Joy" is one of
Beethoven's last works. Its use of chorus in the final
movement was quite shocking in that day, though later
composers (Berlioz and Mahler, to name two) made ex-
tensive use of the idea. The programmatic nature of the
work, its desire to tell a story, marks it as Romantic in
concept, while its form and structure are still Classical. The
story is, of course, first and foremost about music, and, by
extension, about the power of music in bringing about the
brotherhood of man, an idea dear to the heart of
Beethoven. The final movement of the Symphony com-
ments on classic music, looks ahead to the new era just
dawning, and provides a way for Beethoven to state in
musical terms some of his own personal philosophy.
Soloists will be Janet Alcorn, soprano; Kathleen
Morrison, mezzo-sopran- o; Gene Allen, tenor; and Roger
Andrews, bass. Ms. Alcorn has recently performed the
same work with the Cleveland Orchestra. Ms. Morrison is a
member of the faculty of the College of Wooster. Mr. Allen
if frequent performer with'the Columbus Symphony and
,i. Columbus Opera. Mr. Andrews is a member of the
faculty of Kenyon.
The orchestra will be composed of professional
musicians from all over mid-Ohi- o and will include several
Kenyon students and several local residents: Katherine
Robinson, Janet Slack, Virginia Stelk, Sharon Blaydes,
Charles Lawson, Kenneth Taylor, and Lois Brehm.
The Kenyon Choir will also perform selected works at the
annual Advent Service of Carols and Lessons, December 13
in the Church of the Holy Spirit in Gambier, and will
perform the Rossini Mass in the spring. New members are
welcome in January. Call 427-224- 4, extension 2200 for
further information.
Mendelsshon's "Fingal's Cave" Overture will also be
performed on Sunday.
K.C. Spirits Friday 13th
Fhis Friday the.Uth, there will be a very special brand of
coffeehouse in the K.C; a coffeehouse dedicated to
exorcizing the spirits of bad luck from Gambier. The theory
is that the communication between audience and musicians
will create a reverse spell of good luck that will drive out the
bad spirits.
Another lure for Friday nighters is that this will be one of
the few true coffeehouses ever staged in the K.C. Why?
Because coffee and donuts will be on hand so folks can eat
and drink those bad spirits away. For those who hit people
because of too much caffeine, some cider will also be
available.
This coffeehouse will also be very special because of the
all-st- ar lineup of "featured" artists that promoter Max
Bearcat has collect The scorecard of these Gambier old-time- rs
goes as follows:
10:00-10:3- 0 Jumpin' Joe Riley and Co.
10:30-- 1 1:00 Dangerous Rick & his pal, Runo
1 1 :00-- l 1 :30 Tex Hoyle & the Sophisticates
11:30-12:0- 0 "Fireball" Ed Wilkin
12:00-- 1 2:30 Ydnas Samud & Nerak Nosnevets
12:30-- ? EthlynRash
It promises to be an ear-entici- ng experience. We hope to
see you there, to help us drive those nasty spirits of bad luck
out of Gambier once and for all.
Bolton Studio Opens
The "Barefoot Dance Concert" will open this weekend
in the new Bolton Dance Studio. This concert celebrates the
opening of the new studio, located in the old Shaffer pool
building. The studio will provide a new approach to viewing
dance, for the structure of the studio is such that the
concert will be more informal than those which most
students usually see. The concert includes eight dance
works choreographed and performed by both students and
Stacey Temple, Kenyon Dance professor. The pieces range
both musically and stylistically from jazz to modern.
The compaify has been rehearsing since September, and
the concert promises to be one of the most interesting
events of the season. Tickets are, as usual, free with your
student I.D. The concert is Friday and Saturday night and
begins promptly at 8:00.
' ' LU-- f- f
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Senate Requests Study of Literary Organizations
continued from page one
his proposed waiver of the constitutional
stipulation which requires an election to
fill the vacancy of Student Council
secretary. Thorpe stated that he felt such
an election would be a waste of time,
energy, and money, since only one
student. Pain Becker, had submitted a
letter of intent for the position. Bat-cheld- er
pointed out that Senate had no
authority to suspend parts of the con-
stitution, and President Phillip Jordan
added that "no vote of Senate could
relieve Student Council of the respon- -
HOUo, CIDkat, clOhere, "Why, clOh eft, ana
Fitness Expert to Speak
An authority on nutrition and physical fitness, Dr. Lorri
Porcello will speak at 8 p.m., Nov. 12 in the Biology
Auditorium. Her appearance at Kenyon is part of the
college's year-lon- g celebration of the new A.C. Ernst
Center.
Dr. Porcello will address three topics in her talk: weight
control, diet and chronic disease, and the nutritional
concerns of athletes.
Porcello is currently a self-employ- ed consulting
nutritionist based in Worthington,
sibility of having an election if any
student objected because there was
none."
While several Senate members agreed
with Thorpe in pragmatic, practical
terms, they could not support his request.
Baichclder closed discussion on the issue
by extending an official wish of "good
luck" to Thorpe.
'
"...no vote of Senate
could relieve Student
Council of the
responsibility of
having an election..."
I
Dean Thomas Edwards then brought
up an unscheduled piece of business
which prompted the most extensive
conversation of the evening. Noting that
there are problems with various literary
organizations, he pointed out that Media
Board's recent history has been one of
response, not initiation. Referring
specifically to the Collegian, he said,
"The problem demands that study and a
course of direction be taken."
Edwards feels Senate ought to define
the issue and bring it before Media Board.
He said he sees the problems as ones of
"financing, manpower, and resources of
advisory personnel."
Jordan asked w hat Edwards considered
the genuine shortcomings of the present
system. The Dean of Students replied that
in the past, Media Board had not
responded to basic questions pertaining to
literary organizations. The discussion
then turned almost wholly to the
problems of the Collegian.
To the Editor:
My, touchy aren't we? While sulking
over my dinner of meat loaf and lionized
potatoes (this may not be correct; 1 never
can remember what I just ate), I happened
to find my name smeared on page two of
The Collegian by one Emily Yukich. Ms.
Yukich, reacting to my letter of the
previous week on the attitude of some
(got that Emily, some) of the full-tim- e
employees of ARA, stated and implied
that I (or anyone else who is dissatisfied
with ARA) was insensitive, blind,
discourteous, arrogant, impatient, im-
mature, and may or may not have worked
in their lives. (Actually I'm shy and
demure, and have held numerous jobs,
not the least of which has been serving
food to 175 children.) Pretty strong stuff
for merely saying that some employees are
arrogant for making meals such a hassle
to deal with. Even worse, she hoped, "ifjustice prevails," I will, at some point in
my life, find myself grovelling at the feet
of the almighty ARA. Geez, you'd
thought I'd called the Pope a sexual
deviant or something. Actually, Ms.
Thorpe said that he felt the two main
difficulties the paper encountets are
"manpower shortage and lack of a-
dvisoradministrative direction." After
some comment on his interpretation of
the situation, professor Franklin Church
started throwing out a multitude of
creative suggestions, including a charge in
the entire system, which could include
academic credit and financial i-
ndependence. In response to Median's
question about where the dollars would
come from in this case. Church
hypothesized that "perhaps the only ay
to solve the problems is to set apart the
body of the paper."
The problem on this
campus 'Us not apathy,
but indifference. "
Dan Mechem
Senate explored incentives and reward.'
for students on the paper, including the
possibility of a journalism course,
workshops, and active recruitment of
incoming freshmen. Mechem offered the
comment that the problem on this campus
"is not apathy, but indifference. Student
look upon active participation in an
activity as a matter of opportunity costs.'
Discussion on the issue closed with the
decision that Media Board should come
up with proposals regarding incentives,
and also work to define the specific
problems endemic to the current structure
of the Collegian.
I UK hKNYON CO! I K.I AN encourages lelters lo the Kdilor. All submissions miisl be Ipl ""d nti
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Self-Righte- ous Approach
.
.i i . nViiicp con- -i UMin b poim mai siuucm j
tributes to the surly attitudes of sow
i : : . I An nnt ihillU
cuipiuyees, tb quite ton txi. i uv
however, that this is always the case.
What I think is most disturbing M
Ms. Yukich's letter is the ridicuiou--- .
self-righteo-
us approach she uses
HpfpnHi no aha it k as if anvone l
dares to complain about ARA is H
ungrateful snob who is probably
on the side. She makes it impossible
anyone to be critical of ARA
being perceived as such a person,
tainly, if the pros and cons of the
service are to be debated freely in
r .
.i. cnrh snw!iui uui, ui any uuici, .
,;!,. .,r ...in t,,, hp eliminai ig, 1 1 u ji i vOj win uavt, f - , ,(Perhaps at this point 1 should hope "
Will W
..:r :...: :i " W, Vnlrirh
,k. ni.:. I I . Cranre. falU'iuic xjiiiu luuciy, uavci i ' j
love with and marry a world-ren- o
cnel , ana spend the rest oi na w
snails and vichyssoise on tne
her Paris apartment. Nah, forget it.)
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Z?JT HaiS ace New Foreign Policy Challenge From Papandreou
ambiguous foreign policy of
1 5 auiliiiuiiaLiuii uas la. til
ytt another problem to deal with.nt. October 18 election victory of1"
. J D.n.nHrnn D ,Prim.
xialist AnUrCOS 1 atwivvM J mill.
of Greece has driven severalMinister
Stale
Department officials to pay closer
...
mention to me yu..- -. v..
.government.
What surprised many State Department
, ukjte House officials was the large
01 vuico luai raJanuicuu
tived. He defeated the New
Democracy Party leader George Rallis,
t outgoing Prime Minister, by a
sub-Mjti-
al
margin. Moreover, Papandreou's
PanheUenic Socialist Movement Pany
captured a majority of seats in the Greek
narliment. Papandreou's victory has
increased the fears of several U.S. offi-
cials for three reasons:
U) Throughout his campaign, Papan-dreo- u
constantly repeated that one of his
foreign policy goals was to close the four
US "military bases on Greek territory,
jltse bases were established during the
,jty months of the Eisenhower
Administration in 1952. The bases employ
over J.(-1- ) troops and military personel,
,ji are important to the United States
ad NATO forces in monitoring military
r&uements in the eastern half of the
Mediterranean.
ji) papandreou also campaigned on a
platform that called for Greece to with-
in from NATO.
(3) Lastly, he has called for Greece to
discontinue its membership in the
European Common Market.
These three goals were a major part of
Papandreou's campaign rhetoric, all of
lhch became somewhat toned down in
the last few weeks before election day. His
current stance on these issues has changed
ibit since taking office. He now says that
Bugs Meets Jimmy Watt
BvJeff Erhbar
Could I be losing my mind? You may
sot believe me, but I swear 1 saw this last
Saturday morning on television!
Looney I unes presents
lit, da-dat-d- at, da, da-dat-d- at, da, da,
ii.da, etc.)
BUGS BUNNY in
'ATT's I'P, DOC
Kediis)
Scene: A beautiful rustic area. Yosemite
Sit enters, pulling a carl full of ex-mati- ng
equipment.
"Yosemite Sam:" (shooting his gun) Yah-
oo! I'm gonna dig me a gold mine! I'm
gonna dig me a diamond mine! I'm gonna
Jig me a coal mine! Ya-ho- o! Ya-ho- o! (he
stops at the edge of a hole and looks in)
This looks as good as any other to start
"i) fortune, heh, heh . (he begins to dig)
Scene: Interior of Bugs Bunny's home.
8i?5 is silting in a chair, putting down
some carrot juice and strumming his
aitar)
"Bags:" (singing) Oh, where is that girl,
"hose eyes so shone? She said she would
force, but took off for home. She
spearedmy heart, and left me alone....
Suddenly rocks begin to fall from Bugs'
"iliif. Surprised but cool. Bugs grabs a
"""" ""d climbs to the opening to meet
Semite Sam)
Bgs:" Ahh, what do you think this is,
Momps carrot) a prison yard?
Sam:" Get out of my way, rabbit, or I'll
jakeyouintoastew.
Bugs:" I'm sorry, but you can't dig
This is government land, and I'm
eofitsbenefaaories.
Sam:" Oh ya?
"Bugs:" Ya.
km:" Not no more rabbit. (Pulls out
d. I, rolls down IQ lhe groun(t) Tne
"nment just sold me this land, and
J?nna di8 me some mines and make
real rich, (excitedly) So move out,
ok,!"' before 1 blass ya! (Sam pulls
l'58""5' B"5 do not move) Move
!(; said' ya furry-taile- d rascal! (Bugs
'Mains motionless) Alright, I warned
i0
' 7m lakes aim. Casually Bugs pointsirte,!,ee.afewfeel away) Huh? (On lhe
me sign reads: NO HUNTING)
,m:" So what, rabbit, it's my land
Bugs:" (shakes his head) uh-a- h, sorry,
'a is made for everyone
"
W
('hrovin8 his hat to the ground
bit
J"mpinS around, screaming)
f, SS,drasafrasanogoodcheatinglasa
saiowdownvarmitrasafrasarabbit!
J! "PP'oaches a phone boolh and7e o call)
t":" Yeah Watts Watts, you know
blasiprf Lyou sold me I can't get this
allowed ff 0f i,! (Pau r,n not
Y',shoot him! (tones his voice
"eah? Yeah? (laughs insidiously)
3 J, va rs?fc
fXAHCE fi.fqs A uir'irayq ,,,,
T
iIf.
QRSSCf ft SOCIALIST LfADCg
he would prefer talking with the
American government in order to develop
a long-rang- e mutual agreement as to when
the bases will be closed. The U.S. has
staled that it would be willing to meet
with Papandreou, and the State
Department hopes that he will abandon
Yeah! Yeah, oh Yeah! Right away!
(hangs up) ( While this has been going on
Bugs has walked over towards Yosemite
Sam and has overheard the conversation.
He knows what 's up)
"Bugs:" Ahh, having problems?
"Sam:" (overly comforting) No, no
everything's all right. So why don't you
just get back in your hole. You won't be
disturbed anymore.
"Bugs:" Gladly just wanted to make
sure. (Bugs climbs back down in his hole.
H ull (played by a thin Elmer Fudd with
glasses enters, driving a snowmobile
although il is August, turf and dust fly
everywhere.)
"Sam:" There he is. (points to the hole)
"Watt:" (yelling in the hole) Hey, rabbit,
get out!
"Bugs:" (from below) 1 gave at the of-
fice.
"Watt:" (dignified) By the power in-
vested in me by the United States
Government and (looks upward) 1 hereby
order you from the premises, or get blow n
to bits.
"Bugs:" (climbing out of the hole)
You're gonna w hat?
"Watt:" (to Sam) Get the dynamite.
"Sam:" Oh boy! (Sum begins to stockpile
dynamite near the hole)
"Bugs:" You can't do that. Can't you
read the sign? (Bugs points to a sign that
reads: NO BLASTING NO STRIP-MININ- G
NO MINING NO STRIP-
PING)
"Wait:" Sorry, but I got this. (Unrolls
the document. Il hits the ground) So
leave, or die.
"Bugs:" (.feigned misery) Oh no, not
again! (sad music) They've taken the
farm! Oh no! What am I going to tell the
family! (Bugs walks off)
"Sam:" We showed him, alright.
"Watt:" showed him, you mean. Light
the fuse. (Han walks away, Yosemite
Sam lights the fuse, and runs away. Bugs
reappears and puts it out. He then hides.)
"Sam:" (taking his fingers from out of
his ears) What? (he walks back over to the
fuse, and relights it and runs away.
Reappearing, Bugs puts it out again. This
happens repeatedly, until there is little left
of the fuse. Sam is about to relight it when
Halt stalks over and grabs the match
from him.)
"Watt:" Do I have to do everything?
Must it always be me?
(The moment Halt lights lhe fuse a huge
explosion occurs. In lhe distance Bugs
watches the two figures ascend towards
the heavens. He then turns towards the
camera
"Bugs:" (chomping on his carrot) Well,
at least they didn't cut back the space
program.
(da, da-dal-d- at, da, da-da- l, da, da, da,
da, etc.)
THE END
1
his goal to shut down the bases.
On NATO, the new Prime Minister said
that he would be willing to have Greece
remain a member, but as a member
without any military obligations similar
to the kind of membership France now
has. Papandreou has been an adv ersary of
NATO because of its lack of support to
offset the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in
1974.
He has changed his view towards the
European Common Market by saying
that he would be willing to have a
"special" relationship with the Market
rather than committing Greece to full
participation in it.
After being elected, Papandreou let it
be known that his first priority was to
tackle Greece's sluggish economy, which
is currently being plagued by 25 in-
flation. So any major foreign policy move
Friedman, Vouchers, and Beyond Friedman
By Anna Maria Bartolomeo
The "voucher system" was first
proposed a quarter century ago by Milton
Friedman as an alternative to traditional
government administration of public
school systems. Under a voucher plan,
institutional subsidization of schools
would be replaced with a system in w hich
parents would be provided with vouchers
equivalent in value to the estimated cost
of educating a child in a public school, to
"spend" at a school of their choice.
Friedman has argued that his plan would
ameliorate the inequity of private school
children's parents having to "pay twice"
for their children's education (through
state public school taxes and private
school tuition). Further, he claims, such a
system would promote a "healthy
competition" among schools, stimulating
academic development and structural
diversification.
Friedman's defense of his plan is based
upon his well-know- n distrust of govern-- ,
ment regulation; he treats education as a
social commodity for which market
forces, in an unregulated economy, will
most efficiently and responsively provide.
Since his seminal explication of voucher
systems, various restructuring plans for
school system "privitization" notably,
tuition tax credits and "magnet school"
plans have received similar en-
dorsements. Proponents argue con-
sistently that their implementation will
benefit schools by placing them in
competition with each other for students,
thereby spurring them to resolve theij
current academic inadequacies and
inefficiencies. Under a tuition tax credit
program, this would be accomplished
through alleviating the tax burden of
private school parents in proportion to
the amount expended on their children's
tuition. Magnet school systems would
induce competition by providing various
types of schools within each school
district to which every student would have
free access; each school would be funded
according to the number of students it
attracted.
In Friedman's wake, then, plans for
alternative educational funding are
supported according to the value of in-
creased competition. However, their
defense need not, and perhaps should not.
will not be taken up until the middle of
next year at the earliest. Nevertheless, the
Reagan administration foresees some
rocky times ahead in their relations with
the new government in Greece.
The U.S., however, is almost convinced
that Papandreou's opinions can be
changed. His tough line seems con-
vincing, but after experiencing the
pressures of his new position, Papan-
dreou's policy could be altered to the
point where none of his goals will be
achieved.
The U.S. is currently a major supplier
of arms to Greece. If Papandreou is
persuaded to keep the bases open, he may
receive increased military aid from the
United Slates. Thus, we could be wit-
nessing some inlense bargaining between
the two countries if Ronald Reagan and
U.S. policy makers are determined to go
rest upon economic arguments for a free
market ethos a defensew hich has become
prominent because of a fundamental
confusion and disagreement over the
purpose of public schools. Alternative
system plans become attractive (and
perhaps imperative) on a wholly different
basis when education is regarded as the
comprehensive process of fostering
children's growth and development.
According to this perspective, the
systemic restructuring these plans propose
is valuable because, through fostering the
child's (and parents') active involvement
in shaping his educational environment, it
expresses a respect for and fosters the
development of antonomous and self-responsib- le
individuals and citizens.
At present. American public schools
serve a variety of functions besides the
ideal educational mission described
above. The more appropriate of these are
at least as well served by alternative plans
as by tradiiion systems. Those functions
not fulfilled by a system grounded in the
greater freedom and involvement of
children and parents are perhaps the most
foreign to the educational mission the
functions, that is, that schools should
abandon.
Most fundamentally, schools serve
whal author and educator John Holt calls
"the custodial function:" they take care
of children during the day. Schooling,
Holt reminds us, is compulsory; the stark
alternative is incarceration. Though Holt
has argued that compulsory schooling
constitutes an unconscionable violation of
children's freedom, it seems likely that
education will retain this fundamental
coercive aspect in the foreseeable future.
The system could be rendered less
restrictive and onorous, however, by
extending to each child the freedom to
attend the type of school best suited to his
needs, abilities, and inclinations. At tne
very least, no child would be obliged to
spend eight hours of each day in a school
he finds uncomfortable, inappropriate,
and often even dangerous. And if at-
tendance records must be a prime con-
cern, it would seem that schools which
children and parents have personally
chosen would be at least as well attended
as those they are forced to go to.
Another function traditionally ac-
corded to schools is to serve as a matrix
out of their wav to keep the bases open.
Papandreou is no stranger to the
United States. In 1939, he came to this
country and earned a master's degree in
economics at Harvard. He became an
American citizen in 1944 (he discontinued
his citizenship in 1959 prior to returning
to Greece) and served in the U.S. Navy
shortly thereafter. He also became in-
volved in politics in this country. He was a
strong supporter of the Democratic Party
and developed close ties with John
Kennedy's administration. In short, he
knows how our government works and
what we look for in our international
relations with other countries. He could
prove to be a challenging figure for
Ronald Reagan to deal with.
Papandreou has been compared to
France's Socialist President Francois
Mitterrand, and he has openly said that he
and Mitterrand share similar views. If this
should turn out to be the. case, Reagan
may be able to develop a strong rapport
with Papandreou; he has already gained
the support of Mitterrand in several
aspects of his tough stand against the
Soviet Union. If Reagan's persuasive
tactics can work internationally as well as
they have domestically, he may be able to
gain Papandreou's support in the ad-
ministration's tough stand against
Moscow. This, of course, is based on pure
speculation and could easily turn out
much differently, but the possibility still
exists. Papandreou has stated that he does
not favor the United States nor the
Soviets in any w ay.
Papandreou's plan for Greece's future
w ill not be realized overnight. The man is
anxious to change Greece, but he realizes
that after years of conservative rule,
changes in his country could take a long
time. Therefore, he will probably exercise
an approach slow, but precise. He will try
to rebuild Grece's economy as quickly as
he can, but his foreign policy will remain
relatively conservative for the time being.
Whatever the case may be, Greece has
undergone a radical change that could
pose several difficulties for the White
House in the future. This is the second
country to turn to socialist leadership
since Ronald Reagan took office, France
being the first last May. The
administration has shown that it still
cannot come to grips with its foreign
policy, and Greece has now been added to
the list of potential problems that lie
ahead.
for a community's identity. In this view,
schools play an integral role in forming
and expressing a community's image and
values, and serve as a focus for in-
dividuals' involvement and pride in their
community. Opponents of alternative
school system structures maintain that
voucher, magnet, and tax credit plans
would destroy community-oriente- d
schools by dispersing children to various
schools. However, these plans would
raiher have a salutory effect on such
communities' schools. Through com-
petition, they w ould force these schools to
be truly sensitive to the needs of the
children who attend them. Alternatively,
such funding plans would empower
dissatisfied parents to establish true
community schools. In either case schools
would be more likely to respond to the
community's children than the
traditionally subsidized institution,
however replete it may be with symbolic
significance.
Finally, it is argued that schools must
fulfill the civic function of transmitting to
children the cultural and political values
and goals of a democratic society.
Here, a standardized education is seen as
an essential tool in the
"Americanization" of children. Only
through providing a fairly uniform
educational experience, this view holds,
can we afford children the opportunity to
participate in an egalitarian system; only
by regularizing their instruction can we
oversee their civic development.
Such a view can be criticized on both
egalitarian and libertarian grounds. A
free society is one that espouses an
equality of opportunity that nurtures
individuals' autonomous development,
not an equality of condition that imposes
on those individuals conformity with a
mean standard. Furthermore, a true
committment to freedom demands that
we regard children as individuals to
develop as autonomous, respect-worth- y
persons, rather than as pawns for
achieving social goals. Allowing children
and their families to choose the way in
which they will be educated, then, is a true
manifestation of liberal democractic
values which, like all morals, are
continued on page six
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Bob Blythe's
By Andrew Hugglns
To hear Johann Sebastian Bach's well-know- n
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor for
Organ is an experience which stretches
L - 1
Bob Blythe pauses at the
music's range to its outer edges; one feels
a grip of power beyond the emotion which
the piece and the organ jointly create.
Such a piece could not not be played on
any other instrument than the organ,
A 'Gently Reflective' Seascape Also
Reflects Some 'Comic Sprightliness'
By William Klein
I saw the Friday night performance of
Albee's Seascape and what a treat it was.
My odd moment of doubt about Anne
Mundell's set I had expected more
desolation and long perspectives quickly
faded as the characters went about their
business.
In the first movement of the action,
Allison Janney created a wonderfully
robust Nancy, full of motion and restless
but not desperate vitality. If rest of peace
is Edenic, Nancy will have none of it. In
the course of the ironic verbal love
making of the well settled couple, Nancy
casually takes a big bite of the apple and
tosses it aside. So much for Eve's big
moment. Something was going to happen.
But Charlie resists. If Nancy wants to
imagine them as Adam and Eve, she will
have to deal with old Adam. He has been
there. Nor will he play a gallant Launcelot
to her Guinevere or a tortured Tristan to
her Iseult. Even she had to admit these
coy devices lack conviction.
Not at all petulant and vacuous,
Andrew Simmons' Charlie made it
possible for me to see a character I had
not been able to imagine in reading the
play. With a wonderful comic knack for
ironic phrasing and the shuffling mock
modesty of a guy who knows how to
handle himself. Simmons disclosed a male
worthy of his impressive spouse.
Still, for all the comic sprightliness,
Nancy has run through her resources
when the monsters from the primordial
deep appear. The shock of Leslie and
Sarah's grotesquery made the audience
catch its breath. But the play evokes no
primordial archetypes or superstitious
fears; it is too sane and gently reflective
for that. If Leslie and Sarah are from a
strange place, it is really only Hartford-beneath-the-Se- a.
Christopher Hoyle was
delightful as the slightly dense Leslie with
an instinct for aggressive protectiveness.
Maria Amorocho was charming as the
apparently timid and shy wife whose
desires for life has brought them out of
their deep green world .
The costumes,, designed by Robin
Musser, were great fun, a kind of com-
bination of frog, ant and Jolly Green
Work on Chapel Bells and Organs Leaves Auditory Legacy
which Kenyon senior Bob Blythe en-
thusiastically calls "The King of
Instruments."
In lour years here, Blythe, a music
major, has actively pursued his interest in
entrance to the Chapel bells.
pipe-organ- s, working on the Chapel's
dilapidated instrument and a music
Department organ. In addition, he has
done much work on the bells which we
hear not only every quarter hour, but also
Giant and provided their own moments.
Take the provocative business of Leslie's
large and sturdy tail. Sarah thoughtfully
joins Leslie in defending it against
evolutionary threat, but Charlie is
probably right: it will have to go. And
oddly enough it is Charlie again who
moves the action to the new beginning
that is the end. He finally reveals the
sprine of his own condition and discloses
tk---J "--1
Nancy and Charlie argue in Seascape.
death to Sarah and Leslie. They are
dismayed, and almost driven back, but
Nancy is immediately there. What turns
them from the desperate evasion are
simply the pleasures of touching and
Nancy's loving offer to help. Slowly
Leslie moves toward the last work, set up
beautifully by Christopher Hoyle,
poignant yet demanding, "Begin."
It is my impression that one never
notices the hand of the director unless
something is wrong. I never thought
about Tameron Thornton's part in
making the play, until later, when I
reflected that she is the one who tuned its
elements into harmonious life.
William Klein is an Associate Professor of
English
ringing out church hymns and college
songs on Sundays, holidays, and during
certain college events. Blythe has
maintained a whole-hearte- d passion for
music in his time here, and thus has
greatly enriched the College's music-makin- g
abilities.
"I've been very interested in organs
since 9th grade in high school," Blythe
says. "When I saw The Phantom of the
Opera accompained by my school's
organ, as a fund-raisin- g event, it was like
nothing I've every experienced before and
that got me excited right away about
organs. From that day on I spent almost
every Friday night working on my
school's organ with friends." From that
experience Blythe gained a good deal of
expertise in building and repairing organs,
and this has been important in two dif-
ferent ways at Kenyon.
"My sophomore year I found out that
the Music Department had an unfinished
organ kit packed away, which had never
been completely finished. It had come
with varying parts, and instructions in
German, and the people working on it
previously came up against some in-
surmountable problems. So an apartment
mate and I uncrated it, pulled all the parts
out, and rebuilt it, so that after a fairly
short peiod of time we had it hooked up
and playing. The department wanted to
use it to accompany the choirs that year,
This Week's Proiections
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8'A Directed by Federico Fellini. With
Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Car-dinal- e.
1963. BW, 138 min.
8'A is Fellini's contribution to the
growing genre of films about films, a
genre best represented by Antonioni's
Blow-u- p Hitchcock's Rear Window, and
Bergman's Persona. The plot must have
been to Fellini a familiar one: a film
director is torutred by the process of
creating his next movie, searching, as film
directors are wont to do, within his own
fantasies for cinematic material. The
imagery is fantastic, even if its meaning is
occasionally obscure. Still, Fellini
manages to hold the film together,
through the anarchic traffic jams and
hallucinatory dream sequences, until life's
disorder becomes an equally disordered
film, but one in which the alienated
filmmaker manages, through the making
of his film, to assimilate himself.
This, more than anything else, is the
question that Fellini takes on in 8'A: what
right has the filmmaker to parade his
. fantasies and nightmares before the
audience; how can he justify such sub-
jectivity? His answers depends upon the
particular power of cinema, symbolized in
the film's conclusion when director,
characters, and audience join in one
magic circle: the film itself. The "white
magic," the necessarily deceptive quality
of cinema, becomes the liberating in-
fluence for both Fellini and the audience.
It is appropriate that 8'A (the film's
title refers to the number of films Fellini
had considered himself to have made at
that point) is the final offering of the KFS
Fellini festival, marking as it does the
apex and turning point of the director's
career. The majority of criticism leveled
at Fellini has been that he is an artist with
a prodigious style, but one who glories in
style for its own sake, the fantastic
pageants and grotesque imagery
becoming just so much dull
exhibitionism.
O The Black Stallion O
The Black Stallion. Directed by Carroll
Ballard. Executive producer Francis
Coppola. With Kelly Reno, Mickey
Rooney, Teri Garr, Clarence Muse. 1979,
1 18 minutes.
Put a boy and a beautiful horse
together, and what do you get? An op-
portunity for someone to write a
screenplay dripping with sentiment, an
opportunity for the cameraman and the
cinematographer to get some fancy
tracking shots, an opportunity for the
director to dream up those oh-so-lyric- al
slow motion sequences, and an op-
portunity for the lads at the lab to get in
some pretty nifty work with the optical
printer.
The story sounds familiar, to say the
least boy and beautfiul Arabian horse
and we got it sounding fairly good." That
organ, which still needs "to be fiddled
around with" before concerts, is currently
stored behind the stage in Rosse.
Blythe defines his work with tne
Chapel's organ as "being made the keeper
of the organ in between tunings. When I
first came, the organ was in really
horrendous shape. I remade some of the
pipes, and have worked on it since then
when any serious problems occur.
Unfortunately that organ is pretty much
beyond hope, and it's only a matter of
time before it's totally unusable."
Perhaps the most visible or at least
auditory thing Blythe has undertaken
while at Kenyon has been the recon-
struction of the Chapel bells. There are
ten bells in the Chapel tower, weighing
between 200 pounds to one-and-a-h- alf
tons. Four of these bells are connected to
an electric clock which operates the
familiar quarter hour chimes. All
together, these ten can be played
manually by pushing down a series of
levers attached by ropes and pulleys to the
bells.
"What I did with the bells
specifically," says Blythe, "was to hook
up return springs on the bell clappers, and
even up the chains on the levers, so that
you don't have to keep guessing how far
to push down on a certain lever before its
6- -
marooned by storm on a deserted island;
the boy overcomes the horse's initial
hostility, and they soon build up a fast
friendship; back in civilization, the horse
is lodged at a stable outside town, where
there just happens to be a golden hearted
ex-jock- ey (Mickey Rooney). And there
just happens to be a big race in the of-
fing need I say more?
The Black Stallion is a slick film, put
together well. It's worth watching for the
calender-prett- y photography and com-postio- ns,
if nothing else. Being nicely
predictable in it's logic, it would make for
a welcome bit of everyday santiy between
Satyricon and 8'A.
OOO The Spy OOO
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold.
Directed by Martin Ritt. With Richard
Burton, Claire Bloom, Oskar Weiner, and
Peter Van Eyck. 1965. 112 min.
For those who have had their fill of
James Bondian spy thrillers, with their
romantic glamour and thrillingly polished
espionage, The Spy Who Came in from
the Cold is a welcome change. Based on
John LeCarre's novel of the same title, it
is an intricate and anti-romant- ic depiction
of cold-wa- r espionage. Richard Burton
plays the bored, life-wea- ry and unheroical
Alec Leamas with convincing sense of
character. Leamas is an ordinary spy who
is fully aware of his own worthlessness
and who despairingly plods through the
rather grubby spy world of pervasive
distrust and anonymity. As director, Ritt
has created a thoroughly evocative blend
of suspense and despair with compelling
bell will ring. My freshman year, whife
insulation was being laid down in tn
upper part of the chapel, I was asked if
the bells could be playable by Easter l
managed to get them ready, and playd
them that year, and I've been ringing
them on and off every since."
With these unusual musical ac
complishments in mind, it should come as
no surprise that Blythe's current ambition
upon leaving Gambier is to go to workbuilding organs. "I hope to apprentice
myself at an organ company as soon as 1
graduate. There are a lot of small co-
mpanies around the country, and I'd really
like to try it out as a profession.
"There's nothing like a real pipe organ
when you consider its power, and its
simple ability to physically move air in a
building. I think that's the real thrill for
me, being able to work with such an
instrument. And music in general has
become more and more a part of my lift
while at Kenyon so that I really feel n.
cited about going on with this. It's not
something I can make a lot of money at
but it's something I really want to do."
With this thrill and excitement over
music, Blythe has made a lasting co-
ntribution to Kenyon not only by his work
on the bells and organs, but also by the
music which, on account of his work, will
continue to fill Gambier for many years to
come.
use of visual atmospherics. The Spy Who
Came in from the Cold is in every way a
thrilling yet powerful and artistic film,
especially valuable for its subtle social and
political commentary on the ethics of
international relations.
O It's a Wonderful Liel
It 's A Wonderful Life. Directed by Frank
Capra. With James Stewart, Donna Reed,
Lionel Barrymore, and Henry Travers.
1946, 129 min.
This is the one you've been waiting for.
It's a Wonderful Life is the last great
movie Frank Capra made and the last in
the Film Society Frank Capra series. Both
Capra and Stewart proclaimed this their
favorite film; it's easy to see why.
The story is the perfect studio exhibit:
Guardian angel Travers saves Stewart
from an attempted suicide by showing
him all the impact he has had in other's
lives. Although the angel motive was by
then commonplace, Capra manages to
instill new life into it, largely due to his
own directorial brillance and arguably
Stewart's best performance on film.
lb - ::
The film works through the heart and
the energies of the cast, none of whom are
out of place. Wonderful Life is a period
piece whose warmth overcomes its Joe
Average mentality. This film's ove-
rwhelming sentimentality not only rings
true but also bathes the lens, balancing
the convention of the movie and leaving
the viewer caught in the euphoria of
happy-ever-afterin- g.
The Sweet Shoppe
"The best chocolates in town"
7 W est Vine Street,
Mount Vernon
Now available at the
Kenyon Bookstort
?
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Soccer Overcome in OAC Finals, Draws Sensational Season to a Close
n L. 1 -- 1By Bob Warburton
Ohio Weslcyan University won its third
'tit UAL LV.MU CI tllVt VliaillMLltlMlip
Saturday, as the Bishops came up
lh to B08'5 in ,he sccond P01 10
!l, Kenvon 2-- 1 in the title game at
mjU The Lords, who led until the last
minutes, narrowly missed pulling
,--
litn
'fin upset, prompting head coach Jeff
VantU to point out, "We may not be
but we sure played like wejjmpions,
'sophomore Steve Bartlett scored to
l nkfliyon a
l-- U icaa anu Keep intu u
I Ji.A fhmntih the first half anH
US 5UIVUCU ii" c
1jt of the second. But OWU coach Jay
Muiin, with a bench full of top athletes,
.Klituied a legion of fresh strikers and
'"the end. the tired Kenyon fullbacks felt
a pressure. At 15:16, Charlie Louria
wrrJ and with just three and a half
unuies left in regulation, senior Charlie
nxilev won it with a shot off the left
That as good soccer out there
way ' Vennell explained later. No one
o3)cd poorly for us; everyone played
,H We scored a great goal in tne nrsi
5 and through most of the second
.jif played them even. But they kept
Sling in new forwards and we just
aniUn't hold them. We really didn'tjilt any gross mistakes, and 1 think in
die aid they won it because they've been
there before."
Explaining his squad's second-hal- f
Transition Year Begins for
By Jonathan Han
The construction of the beautiful Ernst
Aiietic Recreational Convocation Center
only succeeded in giving the Kenyon
svamers a new natatorium, but also
began a new era of Kenyon basketball.
I:je, Wertheimer memories of former
A3 Americans John Rinka, Tim
Ajrieion, and Scott Rogers w ill remain,
:i these cage greats will soon be joined
bj x names and faces who w ill compete
03 the "Cadillac of hardwood floors."
This 1981-8- 2 season will thus be a
-- csition year for the basketball Lords.
Ajnost all the members of last year's 10-1- 6
squad are back, which collected wins
siaist Division III powers Baldwin-Wiac- e
and Rose Hulman. Graduated
rxis Carry Bolton and Neil Kenagy w ill
be missed, as the pair gave solid
ieaiership, defense and ball-handlin- g for
Jim Zak's cagers. However, eight out of
as: year's twelve letter winners are back,
around whom Zak and youthful assistant
Mi Ron Cline feel the nucleus of an
OAC contender is present. The Lords will
be led in this year's campaigns by senior
aptain Bill Melis, who was an honorable
mention All-- 0 AC pick last season.
Senior guard Tim Riazzi will be in-saune- nial
in controlling the offense with
his fine perimeter shooting. "My role will
k to keep the other teams honest. We will
have an effective outside punch to balance
our game."
Senior guard Ron DeVore feels that the
Lords will be competitive as long as the
True Confessions
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Main St. at East Ohio Avenue
nlown Mount Vernon
comeback, OWU's Martin said, "1 think
they (the Lords) may have been a bit tired.
They made a couple of small mistakes
that looked fitness related. We substituted
freely and I think that really helped us."
Both teams stormed through their
respective divisions undefeated and
unscored upon in conference play. But the
Bishops' streak was snapped at the 28:55
mark when Bartlett took the ball,
threaded his way between two opponents
and punched a goal past goalie Guy
Hermann.
"We accomplished something no one
else in the OAC did," Peter Hennessy, a
Kenyon midfielder, said. "We scored a
goal."
But that achievement became only a
moral victory when OWU scored twice in
the second half. And as Vennell said, "A
moral victory still counts as one in the loss
column."
Bill Alderman started in the nets for
Kenyon, made 15 saves and faced 24 shots
overall. But with time winding down on
the home team, he was done in by two
lucky OWU bounces. When Alderman
dived to smother a shot, the ball deflected
off his hands and Louria kicked the
rebound home to tie the game.
Dooley won the game with a shot that
hit the left post and angled into the net.
The defense guarded the 2-- 1 lead over the
last three minutes and the Bishop fans
went berserk.
"1 think it was a darn good effort,"
Kenyon's Garth Rose said in defense of
y
'
inside game, which Zak plans to em-
phasize, is working. DeVore continues,
"the inside game could be the best yet.
The guard play could be a real asset to the
team, if utilized. If Zak doesn't blend
1 A J
.
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both aspects, the Lords could be faced
with a season of mediocrity."
Senior forward Gary Reinke, who led
Kenyon last year in scoring, feels that the
squad has an edge over many OAC teams
this year in terms of playing experience.
"Our inside game, and Tim (Riazzi), have
a lot of experience, and we have been
playing well in the pre-season- ."
All-OA- C candidate Michael Barrett
claims that "we have many fine shooters
Runners Log
By Susan Smith
The women's cross-countr- y team hung
up their running shoes, at least for this
season, following last Saturday's
Regional meet at Ohio State University.
Every year the meet poses intense
competition from teams throughout the
Midwest. This year the Ladies compiled
one of their best performances of the
season, although their eleventh place
finish out of fourteen teams might not
reflect that fact. Five of the six Kenyon
runners recorded seasonal bests, typical
of how the squad has progressed this year;
the Ladies have been more successful with
each meet.
Chris Galinat led the Kenyon attack,
posting a time of 19.27 for 37th place-- 22
seconds faster than her previous seasonal
57th out ofbest. Ann Batchelder placed
the approximately 125 runners. Rose
Brintlinger crossed the finish line just
her teammate orfifteen seconds behind
66th nlare. Junior Marv Sorenson also
MAVIS
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his team. "1 think Bill Alderman played agreat gamc loday He
u U is a finevery team and I think tolose 2-- 1 to them, well, it's
all." not bad at
The Bishops capped a 14-2-- 4 season(undefeated in Division 111 competition)
with a record seventh OAC title. The
league began naming champions in 1969.
Kenyon's year was much more of a
struggle. Injuries and inexperience (the
Doherty's Kick Helps Lords
By Bob Warburton
After two straight defeats, the Kenyon
football team treated their home fans to a
good old-fashione- d, come-from-behin- d
victory, as the Lords beat the Mount
Union Purple Raiders 24-2- 1 last Saturday
in their 1981 season finale.
"It might have been the upset of the
year in the Ohio conference," Lords'
coach Tom McHugh boasted. "It was a
great win. We were up 14-- 0 in the second
quarter, but they scored 21 straight
points. That was tough, but we came back
and won."
With 4:31 left in their season,
sidewinder Bob Doherty kicked a 32-yar- d
field goal that won the game for Kenyon.
"It wasn't one of his great kicks,"
McHugh observed, "but he got it over."
The field goal, preceded earlier by a Mike
Handel touchdown pass, gave the Lords a
decisive 10-- 0 edge over Mount Union in
Basketballers
that can put it in the hole against any
zone. Teams may play zone against us, if
our inside game is working, and we can
bring them out of it with our perimeter
game."
Veteran mentor Zak is pleased with his
four freshman newcomers; Chris Russell,
who will see ample playing time at the
guard position, Craig Adams, Mark
Barth, and Jim Klejka.
Sophomore standout Hugh Forrest
explains, "the key to our success this year
is how well the team can work together."
Kenyon fans will get their chance to find
out as the Lords have eleven home games,
the first at Ernst against Earlham,
December 5.
Record Times
recorded her seasonal best of 20.49 for
71st place. Teammates Jennifer Johnson
and Kathleen Corcoran finished 95th and
99th, respectively.
Head coach Nick Houston was ex-
tremely pleased with his squad's hard
earned efforts, and felt thai "they did the
very best they could. They knew it was the
last race of the season," and they put
forth their best efforts.
"Of course I would have liked to have
had more girls running this season, but I
had six faithful girls and they did their
best this season," commented Coach
Houston. "At the Regionals we were
ready to run and we did the best we could.
There was some very tough competition."
Taking first place for the third year in a
row was University of Wisconsin at
Lacrosse with 46 points. University of
Wisconsin at Eau Claire finished a distant
second with 79 points. Spring Arbor,
from Michigan, finished out tl e top
three.
Lords started four freshman in the title
match) hurt the team early through the
schedule.
A 6-- 0 finish barely lifted Kenyon over
the .500 mark, and the post-seaso- n loss to
OWU left them 8-7- -1 overall. But in the
locker-room- , Vennell explained why he
thought the season was a "total" success.
"1 think overall, no one in this room
will tell you we had a bad year. We
reached our goal. Betore the season
the fourth period.
A packed house of Kenyon fans roared
as the offense shredded the Mount Union
defense for 389 total yards. The interior
linemen gave Handel time to set up in the
pocket, so as the game progressed he went
to the air more and more. On the day, he
hit 20 of 29 for 290 yards and two touch-
downs. The running corps chipped in with
128 total yards.
McHugh was impressed with his
quarterback's performance. "I think
Mike has been getting more and more
consistent as the season moved along.
After the first three weeks, he wasn't
rated very high in the league, but after last
week he was third rated passer in the
OAC. After this game I'm not so sure he
won't be first."
There was a lineup change in the
starting backfield, as Jim Ginley moved
to halfback and Rich Balka started in the
fullback slot. Ginley led all Kenyon
runners with 77 yards, 24 more that
Mount Union's Dave McLaughlin, who
came in averaging 140 yards per game.
Kenyon got on the board first late in the
opening quarter, when Handel whipped
an 80-yar- d touchdown pass to tight end
Doug Heuck. "It was a great play,"
McHugh said. "It was about a 30-yar- d
throw and a 50-ya- rd run." The Lords
upped the lead to 14-- 0 when Balka
slammed in the end zone from one yard
out with just 16 seconds gone in the
second quarter. Doherty booted both
extra points.
ARC Symposia Scheduled
By Bob Warburton
To celebrate the opening of the Ernst
Center, the department of Physical
Education and Athletics is sponsoring
symposia and demonstrationsclinics
throughout the school year. A three-da- y
weekend of events, highlighted by the first
swim meet held in the ARC, will open the
program on November 12, 13, and 14.
Noted expert Dr. Lorri Procello will
open the festivities on Thursday,
November 12 by speaking on nutrition,
physical fitness, diet and weight control.
The talk is scheduled for 8:00 p.m. at the
Biology Auditorium. Next on the
calendar is a weekend Aquatics
Calvadade, featuring events held at the
new pool facilities.
On Friday, the 27th Annual OAC Relay
Championships (nine league schools
competing) will be held at Kenyon, the
first men's swimming competition ever
held in Ernst. A scuba exhibition will take
place on Saturday afternoon, followed
later by a performance by the Ohio State
University National Champion Syn-
chronized Swimming team.
Varsity OSU divers will close the day
with a demonstration of their skills. On
both days, time has been set aside twice
daily as open swim for Kenyon, Gambier
and Mount Vernon residents.
Jim Steen, Kenyon swim coach,
commented on the Aquatics program.
"The OAC relays on Friday would most
definitely be the highlight. It'll be a fun
event for the fans, and hopefully our team
can show them something about how it's
done. Also, it's the first time since the late
1950's that all the OAC teams have had a
meet at Kenyon.
"Also, the synchronized swimming
should be great. This is a beautiful chance
to see some great routines. They're just
amazing."
Steen, Athletic Director Jeff Vennell
started, we had a meeting and decided
that we were going to the OAC finals. We
overcame our injuries and our greenness
and we did it. Also, we have 19 guys here
today, and 15 will be back next year."
Vennell says he is even more optimistic
after the way Kenyon challenged OWU, a
team ranked fifth in the nation and
heading into the nationals. "If that's the
fifth best team in the country, then we
have come a long way," he said.
Pull an Upset
MU quarterback Bill Fellows salvaged
the first half for his team, scampering 19
yards for a second period score. Fellows
led the Purple Raiders with 102 yards
rushing, but he could not match his
counterpart's success through the air.
Pressure all day by the Kenyon defensive
front, Bellows connected on only five of
18 for just 58 yards.
But Fellows produced enough offense
to overtake Kenyon during the third
period. McLaughlin scored from two
yards out with just under 12 minutes left
in the quarter, and followed that six
minutes late with a one yard TD plunge.
Down 21-1- 4 as the final period began,
Handel moved his team downfield until
they reached the Raider five. From there,
Handel stepped back and fired a TD pass
to freshman sensation Todd Stoner.
Doherty's PAT tied the score.
"We call it the shake pattern," ex-
plained McHugh. "Stoner came down
with both feet in the end zone, and we had
a touchdown."
The Lords' defense smothered Mount
Union after that, and Kenyon got the ball
back and moved into field goal range.
Doherty's kick was true, giving the Lords
their fifth win against four losses.
Was the season an overall success?
"Very much so," McHugh said. "This
was one of the really good Kenyon teams.
We have a young team; in fact, at times
we started ten or eleven freshmen, and the
seniors gave us great leadership and great
attitude."
and Pat Heithaus have worked together to
organize the Aquatics Calvacade. Tom
Ehrbar, from the Kenyon Public
Relations Department, is in charge of
publicity.
Vennell explained that the symposia are
set up "in a way that the whole year is
dedicated to the opening of the Ernst
Center."
Organization was accomplished with
the help of Dr. Bob BarteUs, a former
Kenyon swimming coach who led the
Lords to the first of 27 straight OAC league
titles. "It was Dean Edwards' idea
originally to do something to highlight the
opening of the Ernst Center and the new
athletic facilities," Vennell recounted. "A
symposia committee was formed and we
decided to begin with swimming
exhibitions. So in that vein, we called Dr.
Bartells. He has been most helpful in
getting us some of our speakers."
More lectures and clinics are slated for
the near future. Kenyon has hired William
W. Heusner for a December 2 talk on
weight training and strength vs. power in
sports. Then on December 8, there will be
a raquetball and squash demonstration.
Ohio champions Jack Batt and "Ham"
Bigger will perform for onlookers in the
ARC.
I IM Scorecard i
Men's and women's IM basketball
rosters are due 1210. Forms are available
in Peirce Hall and at the Fieldhouse.
The basketball season begins on
January 20. There will be an "A" league
and a "B" league, each consisting of five-memb- er
teams. Referees are needed;
anyone interested in refereeing should
contact Steve or Jeff at PBX 2244.
For any interested runners, there will be
a 5-m- ile marathon on December 5 at 1:00
p.m.
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Volleyball Team Finishes Disappointing Season That 'Just Didn't Click
By Martha Lorenz
Kenyon's volleyball team concluded a
disappointing season with a hard-foug- ht
15-- 7, 15-- 6 loss to Walsh in the Satellite
tournament. The Ladies finished with a 9-- 26
mark.
The squad showed early-seaso- n
promise, advancing to the semi-fina- ls in
the GLCA tournament. However, as the
season progressed, the Ladies digressed.
Coach Sandy Martin noted that the team
"had problems" adapting to offensive
and defensive changes.
"At the beginning of the season, I
hoped that we could finish first or second
in the Satellites," Martin added. "I
Truitt and Lords:A Winning Combination
By Bob Warburton
Jeff Vennell listened to the question,
leaned back in his chair and began
talking. "The most memorable thing
about Tim Truitt is something you see
everyday. It is that little bit extra he puts
in every time we play, he's that much
more obvious in every game. Whether it's
the first game, when he crashed into the
goalie after a shot, or the Baldwin-Wallac- e
game when he accidently ran into
the post trying to score, you remember
these moments a lot. He even used to
practice too hard."
Truitt, a native of expansive Houston,
Texas, has made a big name for himself as
a student athlete in diminutive Gambier,
Ohio. As captain of the soccer team, he
led the Lords to a surprise berth in the
1981 OAC championship match. This
after earning two MVP awards in his first
two years on the squad.
This season, putting in "that little
extra" has helped Truitt score seven goals
and chip in four assists. After Kenyon
sagged to a 2-6- -1 start, he decided two
defensive games with clutch offense,
chalking up both goals in consecutive 1- -0
wins over Wooster and Oberlin. This
helped boost Kenyon up the hill to an
undefeated record in conference. But
Truitt's scoring ability has settled more
than two contests.
"The best part of last season was
probably playing Baldwin-Wallace- ," he
said. "We were behind 1- -0 with 40
seconds to play, and I scored to tie the
game. That sent it into overtime, and I
scored again, so we won 2-- 1. This year,
the best part was going 6-- 0 in con-
ference."
Kenyon soccer has provided Truitt with
an outlet for his competitive energy. As a
center-midfielde- r, he is right where he
wants to be, in the heart of the action, in a
position to affect the flow of the team.
When the referee blows his whistle and
the game clock starts ticking, he vill
spend the next 90 minutes hustling and
fighting for any edge that can help the
Lords win.
"1 like to set goals for myself," Truitt
said. "My first year, I just wanted to start
by mid-seaso- n. I can't remember exactly,
but I wound up starting either the first
game or the second. My second year, I
wanted to be recognized in the conference
as an individual, and 1 was. I thought I
pretty much reached my personal limits
last year. This season, I really wanted the
team to have a good record overall, but
we only had a decent record.'
Truitt loves the brand of excitement
that soccer sells. Team victory is the most
important thing to him, but if he can
score a goal or make a great play, so much
the better.
"I like the team aspect of soccer," he
explained. "You get a lot of satisfaction
just making a good pass. 1 like the run-
ning aspects of it, 1 like to move and I like
the acrobatics aspect. Just stealing the
ball, just the feeling of burning
somebody, that is the best. Of course,
scoring a goal is a personal feeling that is
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thought we could win 16 or 17 matches
this year. We certainly had some dif-
ficulties; the girls that stuck it out really
worked hard."
The team faced not only the external
challenge of strong opposing teams, but
an internal challenge as well. All season
long Kenyon struggled with player in-
juries, illnesses, apathy, and dissension.
Senior Monica Holzwarth, who had what
Martin termed "an excellent year,"
expressed the frustration that became
apparent as the season dragged on.
"We had so much talent, and for some
reason it just didn't click," said Holz-
warth. "It was really frustrating, because
the first two weeks of practice were so
second to none."
Truiu began playing soccer, he says,
"when the game was relatively new in
Texas." As a result, he still had a lot lo
caich up on when he joined ihe college
varsiiy ai Kenyon.
"I wish thai 1 had a betier high school
program," ihe 22-year-o- ld senior
commented. "My fellow leammaies and
opponenis were playing ai a level that
really didn't challange me. I thought I was
a really greai soccer player until I came up
North. It wasn't uniil I got to college that
I learned thai the game involved more
lhan just running and kicking the ball, 1
became a student of soccer."
"Tim is not
quiet, but he's not loud
either. He is very
pleasant to be around
and he relates well with
his teammates. But he
is not an emotional
''rally behind me' type
of captain. His leader-
ship is successful
because of the
leadership he achieves
on the field. In other
words, he leads by
example. "
Truitt spent two years at Uukl
University, before transferring to
Kenyon. "1 realized when I got here three
years ago that Vennell knew what he was
doing and that I could learn a lot. He
taught me how to read the game. He
taught me how to handle the ball at my
feet, and what to do when 1 didn't have
the ball, things like how to criss cross and
overlap."
Mere statistics cannot always determine
the value of an athlete. In baseball, every
pennant winner needs a man who can
constantly hit behind the runner. A good
Education: Serving Traditional
Needs in an Untraditional Manner
continued from page three
taught most forcefully through example
and participation.
Increasing freedom of latitude in
determining educational environments
would very likely upgrade our schools, as
Friedman argues. However, as the con-
troversy over such plans reveals, tne
significance of the proposals is contained
not only in their effect on education as a
commodity, but also in their focus on the
individual rights of children and iheir
parents as opposed to the seemingly
fax--:
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encouraging. There were alot of good
people involved, though, a. id that was
really important.
"The freshmen." Holzwarth con-
tinued, "contributed aloi. It's lo their
credit that they stuck it out."
Holwarth's comments indicate what
kind of season ii was for Kenyon. Mired
in an awful mid-seaso- n slump, the Ladies
could not overcome their problems
enough to play consistently well. The
squad finally registered a few wins and
began to show signs of that early-seaso- n
promise, but ii was clear thai an un-defina- ble
element of team togetherness
was missinE.
running back in football must also be
adept "at blocking. In soccer too. a
player's true skill is not always reflected in
the line score. Speed and hustle is one
example, says Vennell. Good leadership is
another. A perfect description of Truitt.
"Tim has good speed and great ac-
celeration," Vennell said. "He is very
quick in his first couple of steps. That
acceleration makes him a cut above most
players. Also, he is very calm under
pressure. He alw ays remembers where he
is and where he should be."
Alter back-to-bac- k MVP seasons,
Truitt was elected team captain by his
teammates. But he chose not to become a
cheerleader, a hollar guy or a coach.
Instead, he devoted his lime to playing the
game even harder and trying to cultivate a
winner's attitude among the team.
Vennell has watched Truitt adhere to
his philosophy and become a successful
leader. "Tim is nol quiet, but he's not
loud either. He is very pleasant to be
around and he relates well with his
leammaies. Bui he is not an emotional
'rally behind me' type of captain. His
leadership is successful because of ihe
leaderhsip he achieves on the field. In
oilier words, he leads by example."
Truitt would be ihe first one to agree
with this assessment. "Personally," he
says, "I think captain is sort of an
honorary position. I don't try to tell other
players what to do, I'm not a big talker. I
have to concern raie on the field. I always
iry to lead by example."
His altitude off the soccer field is
another quality thai Vennell respects.
Truitt maintains a 3.3 average as a pre-me- d
Chemistry major and has had in-
terviews at three Texas medical schools.
On top of soccer and his studies, he is a
Resident Advisor in McBride and a D-P- hi
in good standing. "He has desire as a
player and as a student too," Vennell
remarked.
Truitt gives KX)0;o to soccer but ll()'o
lo his schoolwork, and sometimes, he
admils, i his can turn into a conflict of
interests. "I think I would do a little
better on the field if I had lime to only
think about soccer, but I don'l.
imperative demands of the society they
inhabit. An educational funding system
which accords respect and autonomy to
the individuals it purports to serve is to be
preferred to one thai subsidizes in-
stitutions before persons, even if it did not
(as this one does) fulfill more efficiently
and sincerely the goals thai traditional
systems only superfically serve. If we are
truly dedicated to raising free children,
for their sake and for society's own, we
w ill keep iheir entire educational process
as free as possible for, after all,
children learn what they live.
jfiaauuvxy, 1982
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When Martin finally settled on an
offense for her constantly-changin- g troop
of players, ihe Ladies started to "click."
Finishing on a positive note, they per-
formed well in the Satellite loss to Walsh.
The season over, Martin looked ahead
to next year. "With Holzwarth and (co-captain- s)
Hilary Sparks and Karen
Stevenson graduating, we'll obviously
have some gaps to fill. Also, Sandy
Dumas will not be eligible next year, so we
have four starters we'll have to replace."
Those losses will be overcome by the
likes of freshmen Becky Houpt, Gina
Baumann, Linda McLaughlin, Terry
Fournier, and Marguerite Bruce. Martin
y
1 1
Sometimes 1 walk on lo the field and my
mind is not totally occupied with the
game. Sometimes I can't block out my
other work. Bui I do consider academics
the most important reason why I'm
here."
Polo Club to
By David Guenther
On Friday last the members of the
Royal Kenyon Water Polo Club
mobolized forces and journeyed to the
familiar site of Cleveland State University
for the Mid-Ea- st Conference Tour-
nament. The Lords reigned over Wesl
Virginia and Denison yet faltered slightly
in ihe face of the w higgish Cleveland Stale
team.
On Friday night the Lords had to deal
with the team from West Virginia. These
barbarians from ihe south had whipped
themselves inlo a collective frenzy while
contemplating ihe potential fruits of a
victory over the Kenyon Club. It required
a determined effort on the pari of the
water Lords to quash this insurrection, by
a score of 12-1- 1. Co-capiai- ns Dan
Johnson and Gregg Parini were in-
strumental in this victory, each scoring
five goals, thus ensuring the survival of
Kenyon Polaroid Civilization until ai
least ihe nexi morning.
The following morning a learn of
vassals from Denison University paid
homage to the Lords by losing to them 14-- 6.
In an act of nobility freshman "Roget"
Kinsley sacrificed himself lo the gods in
HECKLER
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also hopes that sophomore Karla Weeks
uui iui me mijc ijumuii oi lne year with
illness, will develop into a strong spiker
"We strived for consistency this year.
next lime around I'm aiming ai con'
linuity," the coach said. "There is g0in
lo be stronger discipline from thebeginning."
If they can put this disheartening
season behind them, the 1982 returnee
may be able to put together the kind of
record many expected this year
Holzwarth said, "there is a good core of
people there. Maybe next year they can
put il together."
V v
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How did a Texas resident find out
about Kenyon? "My high school coach,
Preston Lentz, works in the office of
Development here, and he told meabom
Kenyon," Truitt explained.
Defend Title
the heat of battle and was forced to drop
out of the game. Leading ihe scoring with
three goals apiece were hole-ma- n Parini,
driver "Gromo" Fonkalsrud, and top-ma-n
Jack Emens.
Saturday afternoon the Dark Ages
arrived, as the Lords did battle with arch-riva- ls
Cleveland State once again. The
Lords played rather well the first half,
leaving the score tied 7-- 7. "Vladimyr"
Vcylupek, Archduke of Doubt, made a
bold attempt to preserve Polaroid
Civilization, scoring four goals. In the
second half, the Lords faltered, however.
The smog-lover- s could not be slopped,
and the Vikings of Cleveland State thus
triumphed by a score of 15-1- 0.
This weekend ihe Royal Polo Club
travels to Indiana University of Pen-
nsylvania again for the NCAi Division II
Eastern Championships. As defending
champions, the Kenyon players have
much w ork to do and must remember to
bring many chainsaws. This is the years
final tournament and the most important
may it be the team's most successful.
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